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Magnetic field-induced entropy change has been experimentally studied for phase-separated
manganites Eu0.55Sr0.45MnO3 and La0.27Nd0.40Ca0.33 MnO3. The entropy derived from the measured
heat capacity exhibits a significant decrease under applied field in a broad temperature range below
Curie temperature, and the maximum change is �8 J /kg K for Eu0.55Sr0.45MnO3 and is
�4.2 J /kg K for La0.27Nd0.40Ca0.33MnO3 for a field change of 0–5 T. In comparison with the
calorimetric technique, Maxwell relation fails to give a proper description for the entropy change.
It underestimates the entropy reduction in the low temperature range and even anticipates an entropy
increase for Eu0.55Sr0.45MnO3. Failures of the Maxwell relation could be ascribed to the coexistence
of two phases in the compound and to the variation of the proportion of each phase with applied
field. © 2006 American Institute of Physics. �DOI: 10.1063/1.2397535�

Room-temperature magnetic refrigeration has been pur-
sued for decades due to its environment friendly nature and
high efficiency. Discovery of giant magnetocaloric effect
�GMCE� in Gd5Si4−xGex, LaFe11.2Co0.7Si1.1, and
MnFePxAs1−x made the reality closer to goal and stimulated
an extensive exploration of potential magnetocaloric materi-
als in recent years.1–3

Different from the intensively studied paramagnetic
�PM� or ferromagnetic �FM� materials that undergo a
second-order magnetic transition, room-temperature GMCE
always occurs in materials that exhibit a first-order magnetic
transition. In this case magnetic field drives Curie tempera-
ture upwards or downwards, giving rise to a giant entropy
change concentrated within a narrow temperature range
around TC.

Magnetic entropy change can be estimated from magne-
tization data based on the well known Maxwell relation or
from heat capacity under various magnetic fields. Due to its
simplicity and convenience, the former has been widely used
though there are arguments about its applicability to first-
order phase transition.4 It is fortunate that the Maxwell rela-
tion has been proven to give the same results as heat capacity
for most of the compounds studied.5 Therefore, this approach
has usually been used without verification even when the
system experiences complex phase transitions.6 In fact, if
two or more phases coexist in the compound, the applicabil-
ity of the Maxwell relation should be checked carefully con-
sidering the fact that this relation is derived for a homoge-
neous system in an equilibrium state. In this letter, we
showed that the entropy change estimated by the Maxwell
relation is substantially different from that deduced from heat
capacity for phase-separated manganites, and the actual en-
tropy change well below the Curie temperature can be either
overestimated or underestimated.

Two polycrystalline samples Eu0.55Sr0.45MnO3 �ESMO�
and La0.27Nd0.40Ca0.33MnO3 �LNCMO� were prepared by the
conventional solid state reaction method. Well mixed sto-
ichiometric Eu2O3, La2O3, Nd2O3, SrCO3, CaCO3, and

MnO2 were calcinated at 900 °C for 10 h. The resultant
products were ground, pelletized, and sintered at 1350 °C
for 48 h with an intermediate regrinding for homogenization.
The samples thus obtained are single phase as confirmed by
the Rietveld refinement of the x-ray diffraction spectra.

Magnetization of the sample was determined as a func-
tion of temperature by a superconducting quantum interfer-
ence device magnetometer. The sample was cooled to a pre-
setting temperature, then a magnetic field was applied and
magnetization was measured in the following warming pro-
cess. This procedure was repeated under an incremented
magnetic field after each thermal cycle to avoid the effects of
magnetic history. Figure 1 shows the temperature-dependent
magnetization of ESMO measured under the fields between
0.1 and 5 T �top panel�. Two magnetic processes take place
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FIG. 1. Thermal magnetization of Eu0.55Sr0.45MnO3 measured under differ-
ent magnetic fields �top panel� and the proportion of the FM phase �X1� as a
function of magnetic field at a selected temperature of 20 K �bottom panel�.
Bottom inset shows the corresponding isothermal magnetization curve for
T=20 K. The solid lines are guides for the eyes.
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sequentially with the decrease of temperature. The first one is
a PM to FM transition at a high temperature, and the second
one is a FM to antiferromagnetic �AFM� transition at a low
temperature. In the intermediate temperature and magnetic
field range FM and AFM phases coexist, which is similar to
the compounds La0.19Bi0.35Ca0.33MnO3 �Ref. 7� and
Nd0.5Ca0.5MnO3,8 while the PM and FM phases coexist be-
tween �80 and �120 K under the fields from 0 to 5 T. It is
obvious that the proportion of each phase, which can be cal-
culated based on the magnetization isotherms, should be a
function of external field. The bottom panel of Fig. 1 dis-
plays the variation of the FM population with magnetic field
at a fixed temperature of 20 K. The compound is AFM below
1 T, and transits to the FM state when the applied field ex-
ceeds �1.2 T. The fully FM polarized state is obtained
above �2.25 T. Similar behaviors are observed at other tem-
peratures below 80 K.

Figure 2 shows the entropy change calculated by the
Maxwell relation ��SM�T��. A remarkable feature is the exact
correspondence of entropy change to magnetic transition.
Magnetic field causes a decrease of magnetic entropy at the
first transition and an increase at the second transition. This
is apparently a consequence of the field-induced upward and
downward shifts of the two transitions, respectively. It is
interesting that �SM is quite small between �40 and �70 K
in spite of the AFM-FM transition in this region �Fig. 1�.

The heat capacity of ESMO was measured by a physical
property measurement system �PPMS-14H� under two fields
of H=0 and 5 T. The experiments were performed in the
temperature range from 2 to 200 K with the temperature step
of 2 or 3 K near or far away from the magnetic transition. As
shown in Fig. 3, heat capacity exhibits a similar feature to
that of other manganites.9 It increases first rapidly and then
slowly with the increase of temperature. The Cp�T� curve for
H=0 is rather smooth, without any signature of phase tran-
sition. In contrast, a significant peak appears at �110 K un-
der 5 T, corresponding to the field-induced FM transition.
Entropy change can be calculated based on the formula
�Sheat=�0

T�Cp�T ,H�−Cp�T ,0��dT /T, and the results thus ob-
tained are also shown in Fig. 2. It is small at low tempera-
tures and grows monotonically with the increase of tempera-
ture until a broad maximum of �7 J /kg K at �85 K.
Further increase in temperature leads to a rapid decrease of
�Sheat. It is surprising that there is a significant discrepancy
between the entropies calculated, respectively, from the calo-
rimetric and the magnetization data in the low temperature

range though the main features of �Sheat and �SM are almost
the same above �80 K. Different from the entropy increase
below �40 K suggested by ��SM�, �Sheat declares an entropy
decrease in the whole temperature range below �110 K.

To get the knowledge about the detailed Cp-H relation,
we measured the specific heat of ESMO as a function of
magnetic field at two selected temperatures �20 K, where
positive �SM appears, and 50 K, where �SM �0. Similar be-
haviors are observed at both temperatures. As shown in Fig.
4 �only the results for T=20 K are presented�, the heat ca-
pacity exhibits a rapid decrease with magnetic field before
the saturation for H�3 T. The maximum change of Cp
is �18% at 20 K and is �5% at 50 K, well beyond the
experiment errors ��1% �. The exact correspondence be-
tween Cp and M suggests that this is an intrinsic property of
ESMO. This result confirms the entropy reduction at low
temperatures.

Discrepancy between �SM and �Sheat is also observed in
sample LNCMO. Different from ESMO, there is only one
field-induced FM transition in LNCMO, which leads to a
towerlike entropy change. �Sheat spans in a much wider tem-
perature range than �SM, i.e., �SM underestimates substan-
tially the entropy change below �80 K �Fig. 5�.

Differences between �SM and �Sheat can be understood
based on a simple analysis on the magnetic and calorimetric
data. According to Fig. 1, there would be no detectable phase
transition in the case of H=0, and only one FM transition
at �114 K under the field of 5 T for ESMO. These actually
imply the absence of entropy anomaly at �20–30 K, where
the AFM-FM transition takes place under proper applied
fields. In contrast, to get the entropy change by Maxwell

FIG. 2. Entropy changes in Eu0.55Sr0.45MnO3 determined by Maxwell rela-
tion �solid symbols�, specific heat �solid lines�, and the extra two terms plus
the Maxwell result �open circles�, respectively.

FIG. 3. Heat capacity of Eu0.55Sr0.45MnO3 measured under the fields of
H=0 and 5 T. The inset plot is a close view of the heat capacity in the low
temperature range.

FIG. 4. Heat capacity and isothermal magnetization as functions of mag-
netic field measured at a fixed temperature of T=20 K. The hatched area
marks the AFM-FM transition. The solid lines are guides for the eyes.
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relation thermomagnetization curves under different fields
have to be used, and the low temperature shift of the
AFM-FM transition with applied field causes the positive
�SM peak around �15 K.

From the magnetic data we know that two phases coexist
in ESMO and LNCMO in a wide temperature range under
appropriate magnetic field. In this case whether the Maxwell
relation can properly describe the relation between entropy
and magnetization is suspicious. Based on thermodynamics
theory, the entropy change will be

�Sheat = X0�S2 + 	
0

T

��X1Cp1 − �X1Cp2�dT/T , �1�

where X0 is the total volume, X1 the volume occupied by FM
phase, and Cp1 and Cp2 are the heat capacities �per volume�
of the FM and AFM phases, respectively. �S2=S2�T ,H�-
S2�T ,0� and �X1Cp=X1�T ,H�Cp�T ,H�-X1�T ,0�Cp�T ,0� �S2

the entropy of the AFM phase�. In contrast, the Maxwell
relation gives

�SM = X0�S2 + 	
0

T

��X1Cp1 − �X1Cp2�dT/T + 	
0

H

�M1

− M2���X1/�T�HdH − 	
0

T

dT/T	
0

H

�Cp1 − Cp2�

���X1/�H�TdH , �2�

where the relation M =X0M2+X1�M1-M2� has been used. It is
obvious that �Sheat=�SM is true only when X1 is indepen-
dent of T and H. In most of the phase-separated compounds,

the field-induced AFM-FM transition does not occur until a
threshold field. Below this field, the Maxwell relation can
still be used based on the above arguments. However, when
the applied field is so large as to affect the proportion of the
FM or AFM phase in the compound, calorimetric data have
to be used. As shown in Fig. 2 �open circles�, the entropy
change calculated from the Maxwell relation plus the “extra”
two terms does follow the line derived from the calorimetric
measurement within the experimental errors.

If the compound stays in an equilibrium state, the two
extra terms in Eq. �2� will cancel one another because of the
equality of the Gibbs free energies of the coexisted phases.
Incomplete cancellation below 80 K implies that the com-
pound may stay in a stable state, rather than in an equilib-
rium state.

Besides ESMO and LNCMO, there are also many other
compounds showing the characters of phase separation. The
present work indicates that calorimetric data should be used
to estimate the entropy change in phase-separated com-
pound, and significant errors could be introduced by the
Maxwell relation when the proportions of coexisted phases
can be modified by an external field.
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